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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

I

hope all of you are enjoying the summer and are productive in the shop. I mention this because there are
only a few short months before our 17th Annual Show
arrives; Saturday & Sunday November 10th and 11th at the
OBVR. You should already know that the Show is “our
prom”, as Owen Brady eloquently named it, and the exhibition of our projects is the primary focus.
Those of you who have been with our group for a long
time know that this is the time of the year that I solicit
projects for the Show, and I make this pitch year after
year. Well, it is the only effective way to get the attention
of our members and remind all that if you have not already
considered and completed a project for the Show, you
should avoid the last minute rush to finish (oftentimes literally) your work and get it done sooner than later! Project
exhibit forms will be available soon. As always, we want to
see new projects. We can accept work previously exhibited
as long as it was not at last years Show.
It is with much gratitude that I announce our new Show
chair, Pat Doherty. Pat and his wife Lisa approached me at
the June picnic and let me know that since they have gotten so much from our group over the years, it was time to
give back. It is an attitude I have encountered many times
from our members, which makes me extremely proud to
be a part of this organization of volunteers. Pat will need
our support in this endeavor, and will be asking for other
members to become involved in the Show Committee and
planning of the event. Next month’s Woodrack will see
the return of the “Show Biz” department, where Pat will
give us all information and updates pertaining to the Show.
Please remember to thank Pat (and Lisa) personally at the
August meeting, and let him know you are interested in
getting involved with the Show planning as well.
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SECRETARY’S REPORT

STEVEN BLAKELY

ike Daum opened the meeting at 7:10 PM. He reminded everyone to get your name badges, raffle
tickets and settle down. If you do not have a name badge, put your name on one of the stick on
applications and after the meeting, fold it over and place it in the name badge holder. A laminated
badge will show up next month. Mike informed everyone that tonight’s meeting was not one of our “usual”
ones, but was our Round Robin. He explained that the Round Robin was a format unlike our normal one,
and that the Special Interest Groups (SIGS) would be putting on a demonstration of their skills. He invited
everyone to visit all presenters and ask any questions they might have.

M

Mike asked if there were any new visitors/members. At least 5 people introduced themselves. One of them
was a member, Bill Cardosanto, who just signed up for the LIW and two SIGS, the Scrollers and the Cabinet
Makers. Welcome Bill and hopefully the other visitors who introduced themselves.
Among those who presented were Rolf Buetenmuller and his Singing Scroll Saw; John Hons; Richie
Zimmerman; Matt Reardon and Steve Blakley playing their carving tools; Barry Saltsberg strumming his
table legs; Mike Daum on his whirling sharpener and John Brodowski along with John Keane on the violins. Suspiciously missing was the chatter section of the group, the Turners.
I would like to thank the 8 or so visiting members of the Suffolk County Woodcarving Guild who come to
our Round Robin at least once a year. It is nice to see support from another club, whose members also enjoy
other types of woodworking.
All in all it was a nice way to spend an evening....the barn air conditioning was actually working as it should
have.
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SECRET SOCIETY OF
WOODCARVERS

DEBBIE NOVOMETZSKY

The July 25, 2012 Meeting of the SSOW special interest group was called to order by Joe Reardon at 7:15
pm.
Old Business:
Iris Zimmerman spoke about the importance of always using all available safety precautions. She showed a
wound she had received recently while working with wood.
New Business:
Joe introduced and gave a warm welcome to Tom who may possibly join our SSOW group.
Our meeting continued with open carving while Joe Reardon out continuing pieces of artwork.

THE GALLERY

BOB SCHENDORF

THE BURN BARREL
o the other night, ( don’t I sound like an NPR correspondent who is not only hip and sensitive , but
much more enlightened than you when I start a sentence with”so”?) some of the guys from my club
stopped by the shop to go over some techniques using hand tools.

S

And the conversation inevitably went from techniques on flattening a board with hand tools to how to sharpen your planes and scrapers. Now if you’re looking for some expert advice on how to achieve the perfect
edge, you might as well stop reading this now. But if you want even more of my zany insights, soldier on.
I’ll be honest here, for years, I thought the only good use for a hand plane was for throwing to vent your
frustrations. They also worked well for anchoring down sand paper and project plans and such. But over the
last couple of years I have slowly begun to crack the code , solve the mystery and truly appreciate what they
can do.
Sharpening is the high alter of woodworking. The forbidden fruit , the man behind the curtain if you will.
The “buy this book or magazine and I’ll give you my secrets, but you’ll never really understand them. “
Oh, and let’s not forget the cost! Really ? I just spent a bucket full of money on this plane and now I have
to spend several hundred dollars on accessories to make the thing work?
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The only thing I can tell you with some degree of certainty about sharpening, is that it’s one of those rare
occasions where a little is better than nothing. A pretty sharp plane is better than a dull one , and in fact, can
at least be useful. But be careful. It is also a (dull) double edged sword. Try and get to fancy or aggressive with
a not so well sharpened tool , and you may very well end up with a bigger problem than you were trying to
fix.
My first success came with an inexpensive diamond stone and a jig to help hold the blade at the proper angle
while sharpening . With those two grits, a little water and a few minutes of effort , I was actually able to get
results. The clouds parted, a ray of light shone down on me , I dropped to my knees , tears of joy streaming
down my cheeks, and a booming voice from the heavens ( I think it might have been Rich McRae’s) that
said; “ Now you just have to work on flattening the sole of the plane for a couple of hours.”
I had arrived, I was a member of the club. Ok, I may have just been a cabana boy, but I was in the club. Thus
my journey began. I was going to learn how to sharpen and get those beautiful, long thin ribbons of wood
coming out of my hand tools .
I tried almost everything. My friends oil stones, my friends water stones, my friends grinders, fast and slow.
Even my friends $200 machine with the sand paper that spins on the top. The paper is expensive , but if you
just spend about $150 more you can make your own out of regular sandpaper , for about half the price. (Did
I mention how important it is to have friends if you’re going to be a woodworker?) Even my friend’s diamond stone to flatten my friends water stones, because you even have to flatten the damn stones so you can
flatten your blades.
Geez! When do we get to work some wood? And is there any money left to buy lumber once we get our
tools sharpened?
Anyhow, I continue to learn. I learn interesting things like; the number one killer of woodworking equipment? .....sawdust. Really? Oh and it doesn’t end there. The sawdust will kill the woodworker too. That
Mother Nature, she’s a pip! Can you imagine her Facebook page?; “ at Starbucks , torn between a latte and
a espresso. Got two more woodworkers today with saw dust,lol!.......destroyed an entire village in India with
a mudslide, lmao!
I’m starting to learn about grain direction. Simple, it runs left to right, right? Oh no, my friend. Just try and
plane a cherry table top with a less then expertly sharpened hand plane and you too will learn the definition
of tear out and learn a long lesson on sanding it out. I learned from that same project that grain can run in
multiple directions on the same board! Really? Man this crap is complicated!
I’ve also learned after forty some odd years, thanks to my buddy Bill, what it means to “protect the plate” in
baseball...but I forgot.
I’ve also learned that the laws of physics don’t apply in my shop. Sometimes I’ m surprised that all of my
machines stay on the ground and don’t float away into space.
I’ve actually learned, on several occasions , that even though two diagonals measure equally on a piece of plywood, that the board can still be out of square.
I’ve learned that what the world really needs is a line of disposable hand tools. They would come out of the
box flat, sharp and true, and after several uses when they stop working, well, you simply throw them out and
grab a new one. (Watch the folks at Gillette steal my million dollar idea!) (Editor’s note: Rali planes does this.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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I’ve never seen one and admit I have no interest)
I’ve learned that “fifteen minutes” is the standard answer at every one of those chain restaurants that give you
a pager when you ask how long the wait is. Anywhere in the country it’s the same. I have also learned that
it’s no longer impolite for a man to wear a hat in those same eating establishments. Furthermore, I suspect
that these restaurants are all staffed by androids built to resemble eighteen and nineteen year old humans.
Programmed to perform three or four simple tasks, and answer up to maybe seven or eight standard questions. Deviate from the routine and watch the light behind their eyes go dim.
I’ve learned that I personally know several people who can make their planes and scrapers do the same things
the guys in the magazines and videos do.
But what I have yet to learn is how to do it myself!
Sometimes when all this stuff gives me a headache and yet I still have the urge to make something. So I turn
to my lathe; instant gratification and quick results. Hmm, this tool is not cutting so well. It’s really tearing
out the grain. I go to the turner’s meeting where they discuss sharpening their tools. Ok, a grinder, I have
one and they don’t cost much.....what? To fast? The stone needs to be trued and what grit? That’s a lot of
zeroes for a rock! And we are going to modify the cutting profile and angle? Isn’t there a law against that?
What’s that contraption you’re securing to the grinder? It costs how much? Zoiks! I run out of there screaming.
I’ve heard woodworkers talk about how fortunate we are to be living in this enlightened era of our craft. That
for years there was no information out there and they only way to really learn was to sell yourself into servitude in Baveria.
I appreciate that point of view, but sometimes I feel the opposite is true. There’s just too much information
out there.
Look, I realize that am a “pro”, and you shouldn’t have to suffer through this whole article without gaining
at least one piece of useful information. Truth is, I am not as proficient at sharpening as I should be. And it’s
a little embarrassing. But if I have to give you one bit of advice on the matter, it would be; cut through all
the clatter. Ignore as much of the noise as you can. Find someone who can explain sharpening in simple
terms, who can demystify it for you. Someone who uses a simple approach, and practice it. There is no miracle solution. That’s what I have done. I keep it simple, take baby steps, and when I feel I can do better, I add
something to my routine. And that seems to work for me. Try and avoid any one that speaks down to you
from a throne on high, because he/she can get consistent shavings that are only so many thousandths of an
inch thick.
Really? You have time to measure the thickness if your plane shavings? Me I’d rather spend my time building a piece of furniture, but that’s just me........
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TURNER’S GUILD

MIKE JOSIAH

he July 2012 turners meeting was held on 6/12 and led by President Steve Fulgoni.

T

Alan Lacer is confirmed for the October meeting Dix Hills club meeting. He will be in on that Sunday
(10/28) for an all day joint club meeting. The meeting will take place at Steve’s new shop. The cost will be
$30.00 per person. Including lunch. The turning guild is in for half the cost or $425.00. W will have a signup
and payment person at the September meeting.
The next club challenge for July will be to “Make anything you want… it just has to be with figured
wood” Try to use the figure in your design to make the most of it. No segmented anything though. One
piece of figured wood. (For those of you that won the cherry Burls at the meeting a few months ago this a
great chance to use them!)
We now have 30 people in the challenge. The Henry Taylor toolset Will beavailable! Thanks to everyone
participating!
Hal Usher spent 3 days with David Ellsworth and said it was time well spent. The cost is $700 for the 3 days
including 3 home cooked (and good) meals. Turning is from 8Am through 5PM all 3 days. The first day you
turn a bowl, the second you turn a natural edge bowl and the third you turn a hollow form vessel.
One interesting fact that Hal learned is that there are actually different preferred heights for your lathe
depending on what your turning. For spindle turning the spindle should be at your elbow height. For bowl
turning, 2” below elbow height, and for hollowing 4-6” below your elbow height.
If you are interested in something previously covers in a meeting, please let Steve know. He will put together a group to teach those items, maybe once a month.
The new member tonight was:
Steve Santerre who is also in the USCG
Show and tell again had quite a few items.
Jim Brown had a walnut and maple lidded bowl finished with shellac,
Ted Perry had a walnut peppermill finished with Tung oil and beeswax,
Jean Piotrowski had a pink dogwood vase finished with General Turners finish,
Ed Piotrowski had a walnut vessel finished with Formsby’s Tung oil finish,
Marty Platt had a Maple Bowl finished with Formsby’s Tung oil finish,
Gary Mahew had a cherry bowl finished with Bush oil,
Charlie Felsen had Sweet gum bowl finished with Formsby’s Tung oil finish,
Rich Catena had a Segmented bowl with a spider inlay made from maple and dyed veneer, and also a oak rotted log vase both finished with urethane,
Chuck Bure Had a Newel post made from poplar,
10
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Richie Z. had a turned and carved Christmas tree,
Joe Pascucci had a an old time telephone made from mahogany,
Mike Josiah had a Cherry burl bowl finished with Walnut oil.
Tonight’s topic is Sanding, Given by Hal Usher.
Before sanding Hal said that if you use a technique called shear scraping, you can get a tool finish to roughly 220 grit. This is done by using the burr on the gouge edge to cut, keeping the tool handle down at 45
degrees. If you keep the handle up, your just scraping, shear scraping with the handle down gives the
smoothest cuts and finish.
Hal sometimes uses a card scraper (with no tool rest) to do the final cuts. The scraper must have a good burr
to get a good finish.
When using a sanding pad and power sander(drill etc) slow the lathe down to “very slow” The speed of the
sander will be enough. If the lathe is running fast the heat generated will cause cracks. Hal said most of the
cracks he has seen that happen on the lathe are from too much heat being generated when sanding.
Make sure you go through all grits, don’t skip one and wipe your piece down between grits to remove any
leftover sand. One trick Hal uses is he gets to 120 grit and then switches to 400. The 400 will smooth out the
high spots, leaving the low ones rough. You can see then how much more sanding needs to be done at 120
to have a perfect finish.
On natural edge bowls, sand by hand with the lathe off. Otherwise your hit the wings and damage the bowl.
Some of the tools Hal uses are:
Right angle sander,
Good dust mask or Trend Air Shield. Good protection is very important! Some woods are carcinogenic! (See
the link to the list in last month’s minutes)
Use Hemostats to hold sandpaper inside hollow forms.
Norton sand paper, ceramic paper, Abranet (Great for wet woods), and Siasoft foam sanding pads.
Sanding mandrel. Hal uses a hard pad and buys a soft interface. The give him the finish he wants and the soft
pad is much cheaper to replace if damaged.
Hal also uses 5” and 3” pads. Mostly 5”
On hollow forms, he has a sanding glove sanding extension. A neat tool that extends your reach off a drill
for sanding.
Hal also has a Guinevere Sanding System which is a motor with two shafts and flexible cables to insert the
sanding pads/mandrels into.
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On pieces with punky or spalted (soft) wood, Hal uses a random orbital sander with the lathe off to sand

them. This prevents tear out of the softer woods.
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LISA

J EAN PIOTROWSKI

he July 19 meeting was called to order at 7:15 pm. We were a small group on a hot night in the barn.

T

New Business – Members were reminded that the annual woodworking show will take place in November.
Please plan on included a project for display.
Old Business – Rolf went over the instructions and rules for the bi-monthly challenge projects. While it has
not yet been determined what the prize will be, one of the suggestions was for dues for one year to the Scroll
Saw Club. The August challenge project is an ornament of your choice, it could incorporate any type of
scroll saw work (Intarsia, Fretwork, etc.). The only stipulation is that the piece be cut specifically for this
challenge. Please do not bring in something that you’ve made previously.
We will also have a Show & Tell of tools and a question and answer session. So bring your favorite, or specialty tools, as well as questions for the masters.
Once again we will be doing a collaborative clock project to raffle at the show. We will be using the train
clock pattern, since it seems to draw so much interest. The clock pieces will be handed out at the August
Meeting and we would like to have them back at the September Meeting. Joe and Ed have graciously volunteered to assemble the clock again this year. If you will not be at the August Meeting, and would like to
participate, please let me know and we will get you some pieces to cut. We strive for 100% member participation. There are plenty of pieces available.

Show & Tell –
Barbara Reardon made her first Intarsia piece, a Chickadee Plaque.
Tim Reardon made some pendants on the scroll saw.
Matt Reardon mad a box with a sliding lid. He used a pattern from Steve Goodes free website. He also showed some photos of a magnificent jewelry box with wood hinges, all cut on the scroll saw.
It was made of Cherry and the pattern came form Creative Woodwork & Crafts magazine.
Rolf showed us a poster he purchased form CafePress. It is a Peridic Chart of Woods that
incorporated photos of different woods to use as a reference. It can be purchased for about $25.00.
Paul Harrigan made two toys for show & tell. One was a 1921 Model T and the other was a
1938 Seagrave Fire Truck, complete with ladders – all cut on the scroll saw.

This month’s meeting was a continuation of the Intarsia demo that began in June.
One question that came up was blade selection. Since Intarsia typically incorporates different colored woods
that vary in hardness, how do you determine what blade to use. The veteran scrollers all agree that you
should use the blade that you feel most comfortable with. Everyone has their favorites and there is no set
rule. However, for Intarsia work, fit is very important so you should not use to big of a blade. For the best
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fit, you want to attempt to split the pattern line while cutting.

Rolf mentioned that Riverhead Lumber & Building Supply is a good source for wood, and they will cut

the pieces for you.
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The Marketplace
Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

L.I. School of Classical Woodcarving & Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/
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